Celebration Program

Thursday, 24 Jun 2010

09:15am - 09:25am  
Guests to be seated

09:25am - 09:30am  
Arrival of Guest of Honor  
Professor TAN Chorh Chuan  
President, NUS

09:30am - 10:45am  
Speeches  
Professor Louis CHEN, – Director, IMS  
Professor CHONG Chi Tat – Chair, Management Board  
Professor Roger HOWE – Chair, Scientific Advisory Board  
Professor TAN Chorh Chuan – President, NUS

Musical performance  
Kelly LOH flute; Mifiona QUAH harp

Video presentation

Group Photo

10:45am - 11:15am  
— Reception —

11:15am - 12:15pm  
Supporting mathematical sciences: An NSF perspective  
Professor Tony CHAN, HKUST

12:15pm - 02:00pm  
— Lunch —

02:00pm - 03:00pm  
The universe of sets  
Professor Hugh WOODIN, UC Berkeley

03:00pm - 03:30pm  
— Coffee Break —

03:30pm - 04:30pm  
Is economics a mathematical science?  
Professor SUN Yeneng, NUS

04:30pm  
— End of program —